You've seen those headlines about Global Warming.

The glaciers are melting.¹ We’re doomed!²

That's what several studies supposedly found.³

But other scientific studies found exactly the opposite:

Greenland’s glaciers are growing, not melting;⁴

The Antarctic ice sheet is getting thicker, not thinner.⁵

Did you see any big headlines about that?⁶

Why are they trying to scare us?

Global warming alarmists claim the glaciers are melting

because of carbon dioxide from the fuels we use.⁷

Let’s force people to cut back, they say.⁸

But we depend on those fuels

To grow our food,⁹

move our children,

light up our lives.

And as for carbon dioxide,

It isn't smog or smoke.

It’s what we breathe out and plants breathe in.

Carbon dioxide.

They call it pollution.

We call it life.


6 Few newspapers covered those studies, and none did so in front page articles.

